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Interviewee characteristics
• The survey addressed major global investors
• Majority of the interviewed investors focuses on Europe
• Report is based on 19 interviewees semi-structured,
transcript interviews
• The total investment capital available of the interviewed
companies for investments in sustainable investments
exceeded 740 billion euros

Categorisation of equity investors
Institutional investors
– Insurance companies
– Pension funds
– Etc.

Investment Funds
– Infrastructure
– Renewable
– Etc.

Industrial investors (Utilities, etc)
– Fortum, EON
– Etc.

Results
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Changes in Energy Production
Energy storage solutions
Mobility
Industrial CO2 emission reduction
European investment environment
Uncertainties in Europe
Finland as investment place

Changes in Energy Production
•
•
•
•
•

Change towards renewable energy production in Europe begun around year
2000
Majority of built renewable energy production is wind and solar
Wind power will be the major production technology for some time in Central
and Northern parts of Europe
Solar PV capacity will increase due to its efficiency improvement and less
environmental impacts especially in southern parts of Europe
None of the interviewed investors had considered investments into nuclear
projects.

Energy storage solutions
•
•
•
•

Investments in energy storages are still rare
Technologies are unknown in general (e.g. methane, ammonia, etc.)
The only technology mentioned in the interviews were battery storages
Battery technologies are considered the next investment opportunity in energy
storage solutions.

Mobility
• Mobility is not really considered an investment opportunity for
interviewed investors
• Electric cars will be the dominant technology
• Other technologies (like gas, hybrids) play a small role in the
transition except transport and aviation

Industrial CO2 emission reduction (CCU/CCS)
• Capture and recycling or storage of captured CO2 is still in its
starting point and has not become yet an opportunity
• None of the investors had come across investment proposals on
CO2 emission reduction

European investments environment
• The investments in renewable or sustainable energy and systems
are growing. Billions of new investments will be made in sustainable
investments.
• Institutional investors require abatement of CO2 emissions
• This requirement imbedded into fund mandates amplifies the trend
of increasing sustainable investments

Behavioural Change of Investors
• Energy market has been democratised by the changes and opened
up to many investors
• Some ten years ago the normal behaviour of the institutional
investors made investments into (listed) utility firms
• Institutional investors and private equity begun to steer their
investments towards renewable energy, multiple dedicated funds
were established
• The investment were steered through funds.
• Presently the institutional investors increase their direct investments
into sustainable investments.
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European investment environment
• Very low interest rates (even negative)
• Squeezing especially the funds (expected high IRR) leading the
funds reinvent their investment portfolio towards
–
–
–
–
–
–

geographic expansion (like India, Africa, USA, Canada, etc.)
integration into production processes and waste recycling
investments into energy efficiency
investments into internet related growth areas
development of projects
moving into new technology investments

• Institutional investors increase (doubling) their allocation and are
looking for direct investments

Uncertainties in Europe
• Brexit
• USA and president Trump
• Global politics

Finland as investment place
• Positive investment environment
– Euro country
– Stable society
– Economically in a good shape

• Small and remote from Central Europe
– “Fins stick together”

• Changes in wind power subsidy systems at the end of the period in
2016 irritated and caused uncertainty into some of the investors

Conclusions
• Investments in sustainable technologies
• Institutional investors and funds

Investments in sustainable technologies
•
•
•
•

Main focus of investments are in renewable energy production
Main technologies are wind and solar
Lifetime of the investments is growing longer (25 years)
Storage system investments are rare
– Some funds have been already established for storage investments
– Main technology is battery storages
– Storage systems are tightly integrated into local electricity systems and require
deep knowledge of electricity pricing

• Carbon Capture and Utilisation (CCU) / Storage (CCS) are not known
and investment targets
• Electric cars will be dominant technology in the near future. Investors
do not seen them as their field of business
• Returns in Europe are low and uncertainty is increasing. Investment
environment is getting smoggy

Institutional investors and funds
• The volume of investments is growing in monetary terms by billions
of euros; in percentaces
• Institutional learning
– The mandates of the institutional investors require abatement of emissions
– The development is irrevocable, due to the life time of the funds
– Due to increasing level of investments, this creates a self amplifying trend

• Funds
– Funds develop new skills and competencies quickly.
– Funds have their investors faith in their capabilities to make right risk-return
investments. Usually the IRR demand is also higher, due to higher risks.
– Funds are moving forward into more complicated, new technology investments
or new market areas.
– Funds play an important role in the implementation of new technology
investments and therefore are very important for technology firms in global
competition

Discussion
• Global Renewable Energy Demand & Investment Opportunities
Arising
• Energy market competition
• The speed of change
• Risk – return balancing
• Some proposals on European Regulation

General
• Global Renewable Energy Demand
– Global power demand grows by 58% between now and 2040, or 2% per year
– The need of electricity will increase, however, not only because electrification of
everything, but also due to increased demand of hydrogen made by electricity
from water in order to meet the requirements of capturing and recycling of CO2
(CCU) in industries.
– The additional need for clean electricity is around 50 000 TWh/a (compared to
2013 generation). The increase of new production should be over six fold and
does not take into account demand growth due to population growth.

• Investment Opportunities Arising
– Bloomberg expects new investments of 10.2 trillion USD new power generation
capacity worldwide to 2040, of which, 72% goes to renewables (7.4 trillion USD).
Solar takes 2.8 trillion and wind 3.3 trillion USD.
– Estimate does not take into account additional electricity need for capture and
recycling of industrial CO2 emissions

Energy market competition
• Many utilities are weak from profitability and balance sheet point of
view
• Low electricity prices have forced utilities in defence
• Fuel suppliers are suffering
– Coal producers are going into bankruptcies and cutting down production and
laying off mine workers
– Oil prices have gone down and are staying there
– The trend is lowering prices of fossil fuels

Competitive strategies
Institutional investors and
funds

Fuel producers

Utilities

Defence: Lowering
the price, focus on
present returs

Defence: Present revenues and
returns, Position
Transformation: Risk taking

Porterian view on competition and competitive strategies in electricity production

The speed of change
• The installed capacity of wind and solar in Europe was 255 GW
(2016). It produced 10.4 % of the European electricity.
• The reduction in actual coal production GW (2006, 167 GW; 2015,
152 GW) is only by 9 %
– Oil prices have gone down and are staying there
– The trend is lowering prices of fossil fuels

• Mobility sector, especially cars, is moving fast towards electrification.
Majority of the investors anticipated that full electric cars will be the
winning technology and the shift will take place fast.
• The total speed does not seem to be fast enough to reduce the
global warming. For instance there are practically no investment in
industrial carbon recycling (CCU) or storage (CCS).

Risk – return balancing
• In Europe each country has had its own subsidy schemes and some
of the countries have even changed them retrospectively.
• In Germany, where the investment environment has been held
stable and visibility of renewable energy auctions have been
informed in advance, also the cost of capital has been lowest.
• From investors point of view it is important to have visibility and
stability.
– Stable investment environment lowers investor risks and decreases the cost of
capital.
– This means cheaper investment costs and eventually cheaper products like
electricity.

Risk – return balancing

Balancing of investor risk and return

Some proposals on European Regulation
• Regulation and subsidy systems in EU and other European
countries should comply. This would make the investments compete
each other with the same rules and direct them towards the efficient
solutions.
• Investments in industrial CO2 reductions have not begun. Emission
price for CO2 emission tonne should be increased in order create
incentives for investments.
• Increased taxation of coal, petrol and other fuels should be set, due
to ever lowering prices of fossil fuels.
• The higher price of CO2 emission tonne and taxation of fossil fuels
would create an increasing source of income for governments and
simultaneously increase the electricity price and speed up the
investments into renewable energy production and electrification of
the society.
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